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 • Central Texas History on Two Wheels 

 • Back roads to Bolivar & Beyond 

 • Oasis Bound, Dallas to Austin 

MAPS & 
TRIP GUIDES



 

T
he triad, to an adventure rider, is the combined, 
skillful application of  clutch, brake, and throttle. 
Proper understanding and use of  all three allow 
riders to perform maneuvers they may otherwise 

be unable to accomplish.

Dave’s palms were sweaty as he looked at the trail ahead. The hillside 
dropped off  steeply to the left. Twenty feet in, it turned right, uphill, 
then disappeared among a field of  rocks. The last time he tried an 
off-camber uphill turn on his BMW R1250 GS it ended badly. Why 
would this time be any different? Previously his nervous left-hand fingers 
seemed to have a mind of  their own, dumping the clutch the instant his 
right hand turned the throttle….
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Manage the clutch and handlebar separately, 

using one or two fingers on the clutch lever.

TAMING 
THE TRIAD
WORDS BY BILL DRAGOO. PHOTOS BY SUSAN DRAGOO

Most riders are mistakenly taught to 
fully release the clutch lever as quickly 
as possible. A self-appointed instruc-
tor might have told the rider that they 
would burn out the clutch if  they held 
the lever too long in the friction zone, 
that grey area between a full squeeze 
and fully out clutch lever. In fact, the 
odds of  burning out a clutch are very 
low when proper technique is used. 

Unfortunately, once poor clutch hab-
its are embedded, it becomes difficult 
to reprogram the neural pathways, also 
known as muscle memory, to modulate 
the clutch as needed in technical terrain. 
Add a touch of  anxiety and the hand no 
longer obeys commands from the brain. 
Learning to properly use a clutch helps 
in several ways.

BALANCE

Clutch engagement not only starts the 
bike moving ahead, but it also helps 
maintain balance on virtually all ter-
rain. As soon as we exceed the “cone 
of  balance” and reach that point be-
yond which the bike’s weight becomes 

unmanageable, we are programmed to use the “crutch” to 
prevent falling. The crutch is our leg. An easy, partial re-
lease of  the clutch, instead of  using the crutch, can help 
regain balance.

TRACTION

Smooth, well-timed engagement can also improve the way 
a tire grips when climbing, accelerating, or turning, even 
on an off-camber surface. We can also “de-power” the rear 
wheel by slightly slipping the clutch, or partially pulling in 
the clutch lever, the instant we start to lose traction.

CONTROL

We use the controls to help maintain balance. In this case 
we are focusing on the clutch. It should be used indepen-
dently of  the handlebar. This means we should start by 
placing our left index and middle finger on the clutch lever 
and saving our ring finger and pinky to control the handle-
bar. Using four fingers on the clutch prevents that critical 
separation of  function.

Clutch management can be improved by practicing a 
couple exercises. First, consider the clutch’s range of  op-
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The clutch can make or break traction on an 

uphill, off camber turn.
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eration from being squeezed all the way to the handlebar (the -5 
position) to all the way out (the +5 position). Zero is the point 
about halfway in between, where the bike just begins to move. 
The exercises are as follows:

THE SLOW RACE

On flat ground, ride at a speed below that which the bike can 
keep running without slipping the clutch. Make multiple passes 
slipping the clutch, using body position and slight steering in-
puts to prevent dabbing (catching your balance with a foot). 
Keep RPMs low, but high enough to prevent stalling. Once you 
can ride smoothly at this speed, begin adding some rear brake, 
placing the bike “in tension,” brake against clutch and throttle. 
Placing the bike in tension produces an almost uncanny stabil-
ity, preventing the need to “save it” by dabbing. Keep the clutch 
lever in the 0 to +2 position. Do not squeeze it to a -5 or release 
it to a +5.

HILL REVERSE EXERCISE

Bring the bike to a full stop at the top of  a long, gentle slope. 
With the motor just above idle, hold the clutch in the 0 po-
sition, just enough to prevent the bike from moving. Using 
smooth, measured movements, squeeze the clutch to the -1 po-
sition, allowing the bike to roll backwards to the bottom of  the 
hill without stalling the engine. Without touching either brake, 
ease the clutch out to the +1 or +2 position and let the bike 
move forward once again. Rest, rinse, and repeat. After every 
few cycles up and down the hill you should ride the bike a short 
distance to rest your arm, run oil past the clutch, and cool the 
assembly before re-engaging the exercise.

Once these drills are mastered, try making tight turns, keep-
ing the bike in tension, and using the clutch, not the crutch, to 
maintain your balance. These and similar exercises are typical 
of  the building block approach D.A.R.T. uses to advance our 
students’ skills to a higher level in a very short time.

Dave was nervous, but he had been practicing. This time his nervous-
ness did not show. His fingers were rock steady. With only two fingers 
on the clutch lever, he willed the bike forward. The rear tire tried to slip, 
but he immediately squeezed the lever just enough to de-power the rear 
wheel for the briefest of  moments, then re-engaged the clutch before he 
lost momentum. Before he knew it, he had made the turn and entered 
the field of  rocks. Taking a deep breath, he continued ahead with con-

fidence. He had mastered the triad.

For information on D.A.R.T. training, videos, and podcasts, 
go to billdragoo.com.  

 

Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad Certified Off-Road Instructor and owns and 

operates D.A.R.T. (Dragoo Adventure Rider Training) in Norman, Oklahoma. All 

brands of motorcycles are welcome. For more information, see  

billdragoo.com.
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Smooth, correct clutch control promotes confidence.
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